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Beloved of Mine,

The victorious and transmuting mission of peace in Africa is coming to an end. How many souls
have been worthy of the Mercy of My Son! How many inner sorrows and sufferings have been
alleviated by the power of charity! How much love has been conveyed and poured out through the
hands of service of My missionaries of peace! How much your Heavenly Mother has been able to
do in this time, and through this sacred mission!

Children, you could not even imagine how many souls were able to again find the path of
rehabilitation and spiritual healing. How many benefited from so many days of prayer in the cenacle
that was gestated in the three African nations and mainly in the heart of all of the missionaries.

Children, how much I have to thank you all for helping to fulfill My designs in this time and thus,
My dears, how much I was able to show you, through each nation, the need that is never quenched
or met by this humanity. How much your Holy Mother of Kibeho was able to do, how many Graces
were poured over forgotten and subjected hearts. How many smiles and how much fraternal love
were able to blossom from your inner beings and how much all of this was able to do in this time of
chaos.

If humanity lived this formula of peace and charity, evil would no longer exist, and many souls
could find again the path that they have lost. Beloved children, how much there is still to do in this
world, in each continent, in each nation and peoples of this planet. How many doors of liberation
and of forgiveness were opened during three continuous weeks; but this is still not enough, children,
because there is great need for help and for mercy.

Now look, missionaries of Mine, how much there is to be done in the Congo and in this world. How
much My children of the Congo need all the maternity and paternity of good hearts.

The last key that I will give you, missionaries of Mine, is the key of filiation with God that each
small heart of the Congo must recover; this will be your last mission in Africa before leaving for
Brazil.

May the Congo and all those hearts be able to reconnect with God, with the Celestial Father.

I thank all My children for having materialized My call!

Who blesses you and loves you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


